Message from the Academic Director
Greetings from KU City School!
The world is rapidly changing day to day hence it is giving various
challenges to human beings, especially to juvenile students as they
have to move for new endeavors ahead. For combating such
challenges, we believe education is only the prime vehicle. So, we
genuinely follow John Dewey’s adage, ‘Education is not preparation
for life; education is life itself’.
Having various learning theories such as behaviorism, cognitivism,
constructivism and connectivism applied in acquiring education
worldly, we believe to synergize all of them, and focus for Student
centered- method of delivery for the holistic growth of students. So,
we do not only contribute students something to learn, but we also
fundamentally offer them something to do themselves, where we
march with them together. In fact, we believe in doing something
demands creativity, innovation and critical thinking, which in
amalgamation naturally results learning, the best output of education. Furthermore, we say an involvement in
action creates the virtuous integrity and resilience, which are supposed to be the master tools of students for
shaping their life.
The school aims at mounting the auto-motivation and diagnostic skills, and indoctrinating a sense of self-restraint
in students such that they can confidently stand in any nook of the world for accepting any challenges, and
resolving them. We assuredly believe that our young students experience a high-class learning ambience, and feel
a difference in KU City School. We do have a team of highly qualified, dedicated and experienced faculty, who
always visualize about students’ academic augmentation and their all-inclusive development.
We moralistically focus on providing students with the education of an international standard. For this, the school
supports its entire program with the state-of-the-art facilities and advanced technologies. We amiably inspire our
students, cordially invite parents and stakeholders to be part of this expedition ahead with us.
You are most welcome here!
Warmth,
Chiranjibi Niroula

Message from the Principal
It’s our immense pleasure to announce that KU City School has been
unwaveringly coming up as a state leader in teaching and learning
students’ relationships and well beings. We value much too for caring and
serving our students as our family members. We have also strong faith on
respective parents, guardians and stakeholders because of which KU City
has been a successful academic institution to run the education programs
from Pre-school to university level in a short span of past eight
years.During this ceremony of our services we truly have honored
traditional Nepali and modern western educational ethos. We thus
became competent enough to generate scholars who magnificently have
been standing as the global citizens in many respects. Our tools of
panacea are assurance of safe, social and sound ambience that in
coherence helps all our students learn and succeed.
We are further delighted to say that the values of KU City School align with
the trust of students and respective parents and community as a whole.
We therefore are morally inevitable to heighten this spirit in the days
ahead in order to build on firm foundation of focusing on quality of school
life, especially for the glorification and benefits of our learners. In this milieu, we are genuinely gratified to share that we
succeeded to achieve 100% results in Grades, XI & XII in all three streams Science, Management and Humanities last year. We
also share that the results of SEE graduates from this school have been always outstanding over the years. For the creating
of this remarkable history, we feel proud on the services of our qualified, dedicated and experienced faculty and staff in
collaboration with the trust of respective parents.
Thus, we do not hesitate to say that educational committee at KU City School strives for excellence by preparing students for
learning beyond their school years and assisting them to become lifelong learners as well as helping them to be
self-directed, auto-motivated, responsible decision makers and realistic in social life such that they can encounter and
resolve the challenges in multicultural and ever-changing world.
We eventually look forward to serving you and your wards in all respects. So, do visit us to know KU City School much where
you find our staff are at tiptoe for the expected services that come under its programs.
Sincerely,

Ashok Bikram Thakuri

Who We Are
KU City School, located in the tranquil environment at Saraswatinagar, Chabahil,
Kathmandu, is one of the coveted schools in Nepal. It was established in 2010 by a
joint effort of proficient educationists, business entrepreneurs, edu-management
consultants and social activists, who believe for transformation in education in the
nation for a long in this voyage. So, our management committee holds a strong
conviction that everyone can learn, lead and succeed the life provided that they
are in excellent coverage, where they can sense to boost up their emotions,
feelings, interests and thoughts in freedom. We thus envision to serve students
with, not only academic acquaintance, but the analytical skills required for abridging the gaps in between the phases of life from childhood to adults of our
students so as to generate accountable and industrious citizens of the nation.
We furthermore focus on to bring out everyone’s hidden talent and potential for
transforming such values into reality. For this, we persistently offer various activities in the school premises and beyond with learning procedures for academic
excellences and holistic growth of our students; and we also keep them in the
exposure of essential finesses of life like challenging and solving problems and
consequently being socialized in various errands and endeavors of everyday life.

Our Vision
To be a front-runner in the educational sector of
Nepal, and provide quality advanced studies which is
analogical to the international standard

Our Mission
To be a leading educational institute by imparting
pertinent knowledge, applied skills and a firm
confidence to the learners for supporting them to
have expected change into maturity and be the
productive members of the society.

Academics
At KU City School, we have a unique approach to
academic education, as compared to other institutions.
During a 6 ½ hours of classroom activities, students learn
the theoretical and practical aspects of the topics they
are studying through experienced teachers and gain a
deeper understanding of the subject matter through
experiments, questions, discussions, presentation, debates
and pop quizzes, all in the same day. This is followed by
a 1 ½ hour of remedial class for needier students for
proliferating their standard in order to make them
equally competent to their peers daily. We support
academic delivery with all sorts of multi-media in
general.

Programs
KU City School has been offering following programs.
 Pre-School Program Based on Montessori/ Early Childhood
Development (in different annex)
 School ( Grades, I to X) in different annex
 School( Grades, XI & XII) for Science, Management, Humanities and
Law in different annex
 Bachelor Program: BBS
 BA, BCA, BSW and B.Ed. ( Proposed for next academic year)

Extra-Curricular Activities
Sound mind lies in sound body. For sound body we need some hours of
exercises. Considering this fact, we facilitate a range of extracurricular
activities for every student. Our curriculum incorporates several ECAs namely
yoga and meditation, sports, arts, music, literature and many more in different
times within a week. Every year our school hosts different big events of ECAs.

DUKE of Edinburgh (DofE)
KU City School encourages its students to take part in the Duke of
Edinburgh's Award programmes, which take between one and four years
to complete, and they must be completed by the participant's
twenty-fifth birthday. The programmes are at three progressive levels
which, if successfully completed, lead to a Bronze, Silver or Gold Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award.
With assistance from adult Leaders, participants select and set objectives
in each of the following areas:
Volunteering: undertaking service to individuals or the community.
Physical: improving in an area of sports, dance or fitness activities.
Skills: developing practical and social skills and personal interests.
Expedition: planning, training for, and completion of an adventurous journey.
At Gold level, participants must do an additional fifth Residential section,
which involves staying and working away from home for five days, doing
a shared activity.
To achieve an award, the participant must work on each section for a
minimum period of time, and must be monitored and assessed by someone
with knowledge of the chosen activities. Each progressive level demands
more time and commitment from participants: Bronze 3–6 months; Silver:
6–9 months; Gold: 12–18 months. Participants are required to show regular
activity and commitment to the award for the duration of their DofE
programme, which is usually at least one hour per week.

Club Activities
Each and every student becomes the part of at least one club on the
basis of their area of interest, which will facilitate them to further their
learning in chosen field of their own. We now have various clubs in
operation, namely: Social Service Club, Academic Club, Sports Club, Art
and Creativity Club, Science and Exhibition Club, Photography Club,
Dance and Fitness Club, and Business Planning Club. We expect
students are soon going to form the music, drama, debate, mathematics and many more clubs as according to their own interests after their
enrollment at KU City.

Visit to HMI
KU City School offers its students to join various training
programs such as Adventure, Basic and Advanced Mountaineering
courses in Himalayan Mountaineering Institute, Darjeeling in
an appropriate time that falls in Sept-Oct 2019. This program is
not mandatory to students, however it is recommended to
those students who want to acquire the experiences, and skills
for conquering mountains, and several other physical and
mental trainings.

Amenities
To facilitate the overall academic, physical,
mental, and social improvement of the students,
KU City School provides the following amenities
to the students:

Library
The school has a fully stocked library with text
books, reference books, newspapers, magazines,
journals and other educational and recreational
books for the use of students. In every academic
session, we provide a set of original textbook to
students which they have to keep in order and
return to the school library by a fortnight of the
issued date. The library also carries sufficient
amount of reference materials to tide them
through the academic year.

Seminars and Trainings
Related to club activities, the school facilitates seminars
and trainings time and again where interested students
can learn the ins and outs of their chosen fields from
professionals who have been working for years and have
made a significant impact within their industry.

Laboratory
We have fully equipped laboratories so that students
can gain practical knowledge on the subject matter
without much difficulty. For science students, a practical
session will be held every day to complement their
theoretical knowledge of the topic at hand. We equally
focus on the practical classes in the required disciplines
of Management, Humanities and Law.

Computer Lab
The school has a fully equipped computer lab with internet
access for the exclusive use of students. On top of that, the
computer lab also helps to manage laptops for students in
case they need to work on project work, presentation and
assignment. No student has to share the computer in computer lab such that each and every student can practice in their
own pace of learning.

Playground
The sports department offers a range of sporting facilities
within the school compound. Students can enjoy basketball,
volleyball, badminton, table tennis and other indoor sports
within the school premises. For bigger ECA events such as
football, cricket and futsal, the school regularly arranges fully
equipped playground outside where students can practise their
sports without any inconvenience.

Canteen
We have set up a good canteen which is all
set to provide healthy meal to each and
every student every day. The canteen also
regularly introduces different cuisines
(French, Chinese, Indian and Italian etc.) to
enhance the taste-buds of the students
and maintain balanced diet.

Music and Dance
The school provides a fully equipped music and dance
studio to encourage students to develop their musical
abilities and practise their dance moves. The students
will have full access to the musical instruments of their
choice and will regularly be coached by professional
musicians and dancers.

Hostel
KU City School has separate hostels for boys, and girls
which are student-friendly ones where they feel that
they are staying at their own home. Hostel warden and
staffs are highly professional who always care all round
development of students. KU City School operates
hostel at affordable cost with all amenities of expectation.

Admission
KU City School invites all applications from applicants with an SEE or equivalent qualifications. Admission into the school is
granted on the basis of a range of qualifications including academic aptitude, exceptional potential in extra-curricular activities like sports, music, arts, literature or similar fields.
To apply for admission, a potential applicant will have to sit down for a written test that evaluates not only academic performance, but also mental aptitude, problem solving and other similar skills to get an overview of the applicants overall potential.
The next and final stage involves an interview with the student and their parents/guardians to assess their personality and
potential.

Scholarship
KU City School offers full and partial scholarships to deserving students on
the basis of their need and merit. We believe financial difficulty should
never be a barrier when it comes to education. Hence, we have special
arrangements for disadvantaged students who have the will to educate
and create a better future but lack the resources to make their dreams
come true. We have special quotas for students from impoverished
backgrounds, students with disabilities, earthquake victims, and child of
martyr.
Besides need-based scholarships, we also provide scholarships to
deserving students who have shown considerable talent and potential in
one field or the other, including sports, music, dance, literature to name a
few.

Counseling and Support
Besides, academic support and extra-curricular activities, kids
onward in their mid-teens need considerable outside support and
guidance at this particular stage in their lives. Hence, we provide
free counseling services for all our students. Juvenile guys, often
find themselves struggling for various reasons in various areas of
their lives as they start transitioning from a minor into a young
adult. This is a crucial time for them and they need all the help at
this point in their lives. Instead of judgment and rules, which can
often backfire, our counselors listen to their problems, empathize
and help them find their own solution to their problems. They
provide proper guidance to the students and help them face the
obstacles on their path to becoming a responsible adult.

Career Counseling
As higher tier of school education (Grades, XI & XII) is a
defining stage where students make some of the most
important decisions regarding their future career, they
need proper guidance when it comes to making the
right choice. Our career counselors help young
students acquire all the information needed to choose
the right career path. We also help them seek good
networking opportunities and even help them gain
some real life experience in their chosen fields. Moreover, our career counselors assist needy and deserving
students with the resources to find scholarships to
pursue their advanced studies either at domestic or
foreign universities.

Graduation Ceremony
KU City School conducts the graduation ceremony of those students, who cleared both the grades, XI and XII each
year. It tentatively falls on Aug-Sept. The program adds on further motivation, and pathway of career in graduated
students.
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Students’ Testimonials
Exploring one’s educational capabilities along with overall personality
development and combination of this really adds spark to student’s excellence as
well as focus on overall development of students at KU City. I take this
opportunity to thank college administration and my teachers for their guidance
and encouragement to deliver my best.
– Pasang Lhamu Sherpa
BBS 1st Year

I say KU City is one of the best colleges, where I have been studying. It not only
focuses on curriculum prescribed, but it also takes students go beyond the texts.
It always balances relation between academic learning, social engagement and
cultural insights. Here, the faculties are great and very cooperative, and the
interactive atmosphere is particularly impressive. KU City has been really helpful
in terms of connecting my own individual’s values and beliefs with the career
objectives I am setting.
– Pushpa Khatri
Plus Two Management

Choosing a best school for Plus Two Studies was a matter of confusion for me.
Now, I am grateful in joining KU City, which teaches me to learn smartly rather
than reading hardly. In these two years, I received quality education at KU City.
Self-discipline with practical education is the need of today’s generation, and I
am glad to say that KU City is delivering it.
At last I would like to vocalize that if you are worried about your future, come
and let’s be enlightened together.
– Prazwol Bista
Plus Two Science

Students’ Testimonials
Building mind is building future that everyone gets at KU City. I say KU City is a
candle to the darkness. It indoctrinates not only theoretical knowledge, but it
also immensely focuses on practical concept. Faculties, here, are always
positive, friendlier and dedicated in profession. I enhanced in both academic and
extra-curricular activities at KU City College.
– Naresh Odari
XII-Management

When I entered into KU City, both of my heart and mind were happy to be here.
KU City has turned me to be an adult having much faith in my dreams. In the
process of achieving academic and holistic development, KU City has been
fueling me at an acme for leading my endeavors. I’m immensely glad to say that
it is one of the best educational shrines in Nepal.
– Dipshikha Sunuwar,
XII Science
Infrastructure only attracts the eyes, while quality education wins the heart of
students. Everyone gets this situation at KU City. It not only links with the
education, but also with the extra-curricular activities. Our college isn't the path
for success, but it helps to create the path for students’ accomplishments.
– Nissan Theeng
XII Science
I received freedom to express mymind at KU City School. Its faculty, management team and staff always open their ears to listen, stand with the heart full of
love, and stretch hands for supporting to students. As a result of which any
students can brightly move forward and be able to cherish the lifelong errands
when they come out from the school.
– Ayush Dhakal
XII Science

Students’ Testimonials
Choosing KU City for my higher studies was the best decision in my academic
endeavor. KU City is sucha shrine, which is the source of inspiration for its scholars in turning their life into reality. It not only supports students academically, but
it focuses for overall dimension of students. I thus as a part of this institution,
immensely feel proud and recommend the prospective students to join it and
bloom the future.
– Manita Shrestha
XII Science
I am very happy to be a part of KU City. I have been excelling my academic
enrichment along with personality development. The serene ambience, art of
the state-facilities, friendlier faculty, and cooperative management make any
students feel difference at KU City.
– Bhawana Sapkota
XII Humanities

I adore friendly milieu here at KU City, and the fact that the faculties are really
close to the students. We are very supported in mentoring our physiological,
educational, and behavioral learning. In fact, KU City becomes another home for
us, from where we can have our life cherished.
– Shrayash Sigdel
XI Science
KU City is the Eden, which in two years, turned me from a juvenile student to be a matured
individual for accomplishing my future endeavors. The academic faculty, school ambience for
learning and exploring minds of students with visionary leaders in management of KU City
naturally bring out the hidden talent and potential of any students who join it. I’m immensely
glad and feel proud in being a part of this educational institution. Thank you-KU City !
– Manisha Timilsina
XII Management

KU City Fa

Grade : XI, Business Studies ‘A’

Grade : XI, Business Studies ‘B’

Grade : XI, HM / TT ‘A’

Grade : XI, HM / TT ‘B’

Grade : XI, Humanities

Grade : XI, Science

Grade : XI, Comp. Science

Grade : XI, HM / TT ‘C’

Grade : XII, Comp. Science

ity Family

Grade : XII, HM / Eco

Grade : XII, HM / TT

Grade : XII, Science

Grade : XII, Business Studies

Hostellers

Account Section

Grade : XII, Humanities
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